
 
Dycon NGI™ PSUs -   

(Next Generation Intelligence) 
 

The key to more reliable fire systems 



A New Way of Thinking

•  Batteries are a system's weak spot and require maintenance!

•  Battery performance is better measured using impedance checks 
not simplistic load checks!

•  It is more efficient if the actual battery conditions are indicated on 
routine maintenance checks!

•  It is even better if this actual battery condition could be remotely 
accessed !



A New Way of Thinking
•  Battery impedance could be checked locally with a hand-held 

data logger or could be transmitted to an ARC!

•  Voltage and current measurements could also be measured and 
transmitted as could fuse faults, low battery power, power failure 
and PSU internal problems!

•  All information could be recorded and signalled as seen from 
the PSU's perspective, i.e. faults conditions are real.!

•  The PSU could be interrogated and report 'My readings indicate 
that I will give a false alarm if my voltage drops another 30mV '!



Real Fault Finding!
•  This way of working means that all measurements are 'absolute' 

not based on specified tolerances!!

•  Outputs can be switched on or off remotely, either  under local 
or remote control!

•  On-site calibration will be possible with a hand-held diagnostic 
data logger, which has the possibility of changing fault 
thresholds, if necessary!

•  Overcharging at high-temperatures is one of the biggest 
causes of battery failure; real temperature and voltage 
measurements can be made to ensure  no overcharging!



Fact or Fiction?

•  All of this is available now in the Dycon D243x units!!

•  An additional revenue stream may also be created by offering 
remote battery/system checks at regular intervals to ensure that 
all PSUs and batteries are always at optimum operating levels!



Dycon NGI™ range

•   N  = Next!

•   G = Generation!

•    I  = Intelligence!
All independently 3rd party tested and certified to 

comply with EN54-2 and EN54-4



A range of outputs!
• D2431-7:   1.5A 24Vdc in a medium (7Ah battery) metal housing!

• D2433-7:   3.0A 24Vdc in a medium (7Ah battery) metal housing!

• D2433-17:  3.0A 24Vdc in a large (17Ah) metal housing!

• D2435-17:    5.0A 24Vdc in a large (17Ah) metal housing!

• D2430: Remote battery temperature sensor !



Features!
• On-demand battery charging and load output current sharing!

• This on-demand load sharing capability gives the power supply 
range exceptional flexibility. !

•  It allows rapid large capacity battery charging with either 
extended standby hold-up duration at light loads, or short high 
current peak loads where spare output capacity is diverted to 
battery charging. !



Features!
• Nominal 27Vdc output with 2 x 12V lead acid standby batteries!

• Microprocessor controlled operation and protection!

• Automatic output reconnection after short circuit failure!

• All outputs protected by electronic fuses, no user serviceable fuses!

• 2 x independent switched outputs with jumper programmable control 
inputs!

• On-board or remote temperature sensing (optional remote sensor)!



Features!

• Separate ‘AC Healthy’, ‘Battery Fault’ and ‘Power Supply Fault’ outputs!

•   Form ‘A’, normally closed floating relay fault outputs!

• 4 X LED status display!

• Over-voltage output protection!

• Jumper selectable battery-free option!



Data Logger!

• Tough, shock-resistant housing!

• Easy to read LCD digital display !

• Simple menu-driven operation!



Actual Logger Screens



Actual Logger Screens



Actual Logger Screens



Logger Menus


